Abstract. Various ecological mechanisms influence the forms of species richness relationships (SRRs). These mechanisms can be gathered under five general categories: more individuals, environmental heterogeneity, dispersal limitations, biotic interactions, and multiple species pools. Often only the first two categories are discussed. In contrast, we examine all five and explore how they can influence the form of SRRs. We discuss how various sampling schemes and methods of SRR construction can be used to gain insight about how various processes influence species richness patterns. The field is ripe for probing these effects through more complex simulation models or more sophisticated mathematical approaches. To facilitate deeper understanding, we need to embrace the full spectrum of SRRs and reconsider the assumed common knowledge about the functional form of SRRs.
INTRODUCTION
Species richness relationships (SRRs) represent the way in which the number of species varies as a function of the space or time over which it is sampled. A pattern of increasing richness with area has been called one of the few laws in ecology (Schoener 1976, Rosenzweig in applied problems of conservation, such as identifying biodiversity hotspots (e.g., Guilhaumon et al. 2008) . We may want to evaluate the importance of historical contingency or resource limitation in determining the richness of fish in different estuaries. Or we may want to compare the richness of carnivores to that of herbivores in a particular region. Some important applied problems, such as evaluating the bacterial content of drinking water, may require estimates of richness as part of monitoring programs. For example, a recent study by Lyons et al. (2010) estimated a SRR for functional bacterial species on organic detritus, and suggested that such particles act like islands that can play an important role in the persistence and dispersal of pathogenic aquatic bacteria.
Thus, SRRs are useful in addressing many problems that can be gathered into two general categories. One use is estimation: SRRs are useful in estimating quantities related to a-, b-, and c-diversity (Whittaker 1960 , Crist and Veech 2006 , Tuomisto 2010a . Many studies use SRRs to make qualitative comparisons (which may or may not involve formal statistical tests) or as basic descriptors of different regions or taxa. The other use of SRRs is exploring ecological processes. Although SRRs themselves do not uniquely reflect underlying causal processes, they can play an important role in exploring those processes.
Estimating species richness requires some subtlety. First, species richness must be estimated as a density of species for a particular spatial or temporal grain (e.g., 23 species of herbaceous plants within a 100-m 2 plot, 10 moth species per hour of light-trap sampling) rather than as simply the number of species of an arbitrary unit (e.g., 82 species of nesting birds in a forest, area unstated). Second, the design and analysis of sampling schemes aimed at estimating richness can have important effects on the results. Some sampling designs are more efficient than others in a particular situation. Moreover, different designs address different questions. Because such questions often are formulated using similar terms (e.g., species richness, species-area curve), it is not always obvious that the questions are addressing different phenomena and quantities (e.g., richness within an area vs. differences in species composition among areas).
Empirical SRRs are caused by the responses of species to variation in abiotic, biotic, and geographic factors that affect survivorship, recruitment, dispersal, and speciation (Preston 1962 , MacArthur and Wilson 1967 , May 1975 , Coleman et al. 1982 , Hubbell 2001 . SRRs are also affected by sampling design and measurement error (Hill et al. 1994 , Gotelli and Colwell 2001 , Scheiner 2003 , Fridley et al. 2006 ). However, we ultimately observe SRRs because as sampling intensity increases, either by sampling a larger spatial area or sampling for a longer time period, more variation is encompassed with respect to underlying factors, thus increasing species richness. SRRs do not directly distinguish among mechanisms, as any particular relationship can be the result of different combinations of causes. However, a better understanding of how any particular mechanism might contribute to the form or parameterization of SRRs facilitates deductions about ecological process from patterns. Moreover, SRRs are inherently useful in themselves. For example, speciesarea curves are used to understand the number of species that can live on islands (e.g., Wardle et al. 1997 , Lomolino 2000 , to describe species diversity patterns during vegetation dynamics or following disturbance (e.g., Rejma´nek and Rose´n 1992 , Chiarucci 1996 , Inouye 1998 ), or to estimate species extinctions due to habitat loss (e.g., Harcourt et al. 2001 .
Although nearly all discussions of the relationship of richness and space are based on areas, for some habitats (e.g., aquatic, soil, aerial), spatially based relationships may consist of different volumes. SRRs with respect to volume may differ from those with respect to area, but we are aware of very few attempts to describe volumebased relationships: Paivinen et al. (2004) reported a positive relationship between the number of myrmecophylous beetle species and the volume of ant nests; Schmit (2005) found a positive relationship between the macrofungal species richness and the volume of individual woody logs; Anjos and Zuanon (2007) reported a positive relationship between the number of fish species and the water volume in stream segments. In general, aquatic studies have paid more attention to volume than have terrestrial studies. For simplicity in the rest of the paper, we will discuss space in terms of area.
Finally, SRRs have a long, rich, and sometimes contentious history concerning their general shapes (e.g., log-linear vs. polynomial, nonasymptotic vs. asymptotic), the terminology used to describe and classify them, and the methods used to assess them (e.g., Scheiner 2003 , Tjørve 2003 . These debates have intensified in recent years (Scheiner 2003 , Gray et al. 2004a , b, Dengler 2009 , necessitating this review.
We have four overarching goals in this paper: (1) to explore the different kinds of questions that can be addressed using SRRs, (2) to examine how sampling scheme and type of data analysis are related to questions that can be addressed reasonably, (3) to clarify issues of terminology and methodology, and (4) to synthesize fragmented concepts and applications into a cohesive structure. We accomplish these goals by first examining the history of SRRs and then disentangle a number of complex conceptual issues related to various descriptors of diversity. We then discuss the ecological mechanisms that influence the shapes of SRRs and the sampling schemes used to generate them. We conclude by summarizing the major issues that require additional resolution, especially with regard to the development of mechanistic models that connect SRRs to ecological processes.
HISTORY OF A CONCEPT AND ITS CONTROVERSIES

The form of SRRs
The first published accounts of the relationship between species richness and area date to the work of de Candolle (1855), Watson (1859 , cited in Rosenzweig 1995 , and Jaccard (1901 Jaccard ( , 1908 . This relationship subsequently was formalized as the ''species-area curve,'' first by Arrhenius (1921) and Gleason (1922) , and later by Cain (1938) . The earliest use of SRRs was to determine the smallest sampling area needed to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of species richness or composition in a community (Gleason 1922 , BraunBlanquet 1932 , Cain 1938 .
Early debates (McGuinness 1984) concerned the best sampling scheme and the mathematical function to use for those estimates: the power function (S ¼ ax b , where S is species richness, x is area, and a and b are fitted constants) proposed by Arrhenius (1921) , or the logarithmic function (often called the exponential function, S ¼ a þ b log(x)) of Gleason (1922) . Based on Preston's (1962) derivation of a power function from a lognormal species abundance distribution, it is widely held that the power function is the best model (e.g., Sugihara 1981 , Wissel and Maier 1992 , Rosenzweig 1995 but see McGlinn and Palmer 2009) . As a result, a power function is usually assumed in an uncritical fashion (e.g., Drakare et al. 2006) . The first systematic attempt to question this assumption was Connor and McCoy (1979) , who compared 100 data sets for correspondence to linear, power, and logarithmic functions. They found that the power function fit best about one-third of the time, as did a linear model. Since then, a handful of papers have compared the fit of power and logarithmic functions (Williams 1995 , He and Legendre 1996 , Keeley 2003 , Keeley and Fotheringham 2003 , Sagar et al. 2003 , Ulrich and Buszko 2003 , Fridley et al. 2005 , Guilhaumon et al. 2008 . Often the logarithmic function fit as well or better than the power function.
Over the past 10 years, a variety of other functional forms have been proposed for SRRs (Tjørve 2003 (Tjørve , 2009 , so that the list has grown to 27 alternatives; see Dengler (2009 : Table 2 ) and Tjørve (2009: Appendix 1). The list includes some functions that are nonasymptotic, including the power and logarithmic functions, and others that reach a plateau. In a comprehensive comparison of asymptotic and nonasymptotic functions, Stiles and Scheiner (2007) found that the best-fitting functions differed among sites. Although Dengler (2009) found a similar result, he concluded that the power function was the best fit for all of the data sets (Scheiner 2009) . It is ironic that many researchers consider the power function to be the only correct model, whereas others continue to develop new models. The recent development of software that compares the fit of SRRs to multiple models (Guilhaumon et al. 2010 ) may encourage researchers to consider a variety of alternative forms.
Temporal SRRs have received less attention than spatial SRRs and were originally mentioned in the context of species abundance distributions (Adler and Lauenroth 2003 , White et al. 2006 , Carey et al. 2007 , Shurin 2007 . Grinnell (1922) was one of the first to document that species richness increases with sampling duration. He described qualitatively a species abundance distribution for California birds based on census data and described how the proportion of singleton species continually increased with sampling time (i.e., a leftskewed distribution when abundances are log-transformed; McGill 2003). Later, Fisher et al. (1943) provided a temporal SRR for lepidopteran species based on the number of individuals collected in light traps through time, fitting the resulting abundance distribution to a log-series model. Preston (1960) was the first to postulate that temporal and spatial SRRs are similar in mathematical form, and Rosenzweig (1998) further united these two types of SRRs, arguing that similar underlying mechanisms create both patterns. Further work has supported and added nuance to the assertion that temporal and spatial SRRs are similar (e.g., Adler 2004 , White et al. 2006 , Soininen 2010 .
Recent work has demonstrated that the spatial and temporal scales of sampling interact to affect the shape of SRRs: the time-by-area interaction (Adler et al. 2005 , Fridley et al. 2006 , Soininen 2010 . Thus, independent considerations of spatial and temporal relationships within a single study are unwarranted. Adler et al. (2005) compared temporal and spatial SRRs for a wide range of taxa and found that all of the data sets displayed negative time-by-area interactions: the slopes of spatial SRRs decreased as the temporal length of the study increased. Although Adler et al. (2005) hypothesized that this may reflect the presence of several ecological mechanisms, McGlinn and Palmer (2009) demonstrated that negative time-by-area interactions are not necessarily signatures of ecological processes and that positive time-by-area interactions are theoretically possible. For example, high-diversity ecosystems, such as the tropics, that have steep spatial SRRs show a lower rate of rise of temporal SRRs than low-diversity systems (White et al. 2006 , Shurin 2007 , Soininen 2010 .
Two general classes of SRRs and further controversy
There are two general sampling approaches for constructing SRRs, and they lead to different methods of calculation (Scheiner 2003 , Carey et al. 2007 ). The first type of sampling arises by obtaining aggregates of larger and larger areas or longer and longer periods of time, so that smaller units are entirely contained within larger units. For these SRRs, the individual data points are not mathematically independent (i.e., they are confounded and represent part-to-whole associations). Examples of such relationships include: a nested set of plots for plant species richness, or insect light traps with the SRR graphed as the total number of species captured after one day, two days, and so forth.
The second class consists of independent units, which typically differ in size or duration and generally are not contiguous. A typical SRR of this type consists of samples from a series of islands or lakes, although it is possible to design a study with replicated units of a given size (e.g., Lyons and Willig 1999 , Bierregaard et al. 2001 , Lindenmayer 2008 . The units could also consist of geopolitical entities such as counties or states. For a time-based study, the data could consist, for example, of the number of plant species that colonized old fields that differ in age since abandonment, if one is willing to treat such samples as representing a single time series.
For convenience we refer to these two classes as aggregate and independent SRRs, respectively. We make this distinction for several reasons. The two classes differ in their possible mathematical forms. An aggregate SRR must be at least monotonically nondecreasing (i.e., reaching a plateau), or monotonically increasing, because smaller units are always contained within larger units. In contrast, because for an independent SRR the smaller units are not contained within the larger one, there is no necessity that a given larger unit has more species than smaller ones. Because of this difference in form, constraint, and the nature of the units (i.e., nested or not), the two classes differ to some extent in the mechanisms responsible for their shapes. Finally, aggregate and independent SRRs differ in the statistical methods that must be used in estimation because of the nonindependence of the former.
These different forms of construction are tied to a debate during the past few years over the terminology used for SRRs and what should be termed a SRR (Scheiner 2003 , Gray et al. 2004a , b, Dengler 2009 ). Scheiner (2003) proposed a typology comprising six area-based relationships that arise because of differences in the scheme for collecting and aggregating sampling units (Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). Type I consists of Table 2 for definitions of the scale components.
FIG. 1. Richness-area relationships can be built from four general sampling schemes: (A) strictly nested quadrats (Type I curves), (B) quadrats arrayed in a contiguous grid (Type II curves), (C) quadrats arrayed in a regular but noncontiguous grid (Type III curves), or (D) areas of varying size, often islands (Type IV curves). The specific schemes shown here are merely emblematic, not prescriptive. The nesting of quadrats in panel (A) could be from the center outward. The grid elements in panels (B) and (C) need not be square, regular in shape, or the same sizes, and those in panel (C) need not be regularly spaced. The areas in panel (D) could be contiguous (e.g., geopolitical units). This figure is from Scheiner (2003) . nested plots, one at each particular size. Type II consists of contiguous plots, with the curve built from averaging multiple combinations of areas of a particular size. Type III consists of noncontiguous plots, again building the curve from multiple combinations. Type IV consists of independent ''islands'' (that could be natural, such as oceanic islands, or artificial, such as plots) of different sizes. Types II and III are further subdivided into A and B versions depending on whether the multiple combinations are built using the spatial arrangement of the plots (e.g., nearest neighbors), or are built from all possible combinations of plots. Types I, II, and III are examples of aggregate SRRs; Type IV is equivalent to independent SRRs. Carey et al. (2007) extended this typology to time-based relationships. We note that even the ''independent'' units of a Type IV curve may not be causally independent (e.g., there may be spatial dependence due to migration among units: metacommunity dynamics), which would need to be considered when making inferences about causes.
Dengler (2009) separated area-based relationships into two classes: species-area relationships (SARs) and species-sampling relationships (SSRs). According to Dengler, SARs include all schemes in which species richness is calculated for contiguous units (Types I, IIA, and IV); all other schemes (e.g., Types IIB, IIIA, and IIIB) are SSRs. He made this distinction on the assumption that area only has ecological meaning if it is contiguous. We do not agree, for several reasons. First, many organisms use space discontinuously, just as many use time discontinuously. More generally, a sampling scheme used to describe some quantity is not equivalent to (and need not mirror) the quantity being studied. The problem for ecologists and biogeographers is how to estimate the relationship between richness and area or richness and time. In some cases, noncontiguous sampling is more efficient, for example through the use of stratified sampling among pre-identified habitat types when the overall domain is large. Finally, as we will see, the comparison of type A and B curves provides insight into ecologically important processes.
Four components of scale
Understanding the components of scale is central to resolving issues regarding SRRs, especially the factors responsible for their functional forms (Palmer and White 1994 , Scheiner et al. 2000 , Whittaker et al. 2001 , Drakare et al. 2006 , Dengler 2008 . The four basic components are sampling unit, grain, focus, and extent (Table 2 ; see Scheiner et al. 2000 , Dungan et al. 2002 . The concepts of grain and extent are simple and widely accepted. The extent is the coarsest spatial or temporal scale of the samples, e.g., the area of the convex polygon that encloses all of the samples. The grain is the standardized unit to which all data are adjusted before analysis. The concept of sampling unit is rarely separated from that of grain because in most analyses the grain and sampling unit are identical. However, a common use of a SRR is to standardize data from different data sets to a common grain that will often be different from the grain of many of the original samples. Focus is also rarely acknowledged. Focus refers to the inference space (in the statistical sense) of the replicated units of analysis and typically equals the summed area or duration of the samples.
To understand these concepts, consider the following example: data comprising 100 1 3 1 m plots scattered across a 1-ha field. A SRR is constructed by computing the mean number of species at 1 m 2 (all single plots), at 2 m 2 (all pairs of plots), and so forth. In this study, the sampling unit is the 1 3 1 m plot, the grain is 1 m 2 , the extent is 1 ha, and the focus of the SRR is 100 m 2 because the relationship is based on the entire set of plots. In general, for a particular SRR, the grain is the size of the smallest unit used in its construction, the focus is the size of the total aggregation, and the extent is the total area from which the samples were drawn. The focus can be smaller than or equal to the extent, depending on the type and use of the SRR (Table 1) .
For example, one might want to compare the number of species per 10 m 2 with that of other sites. In this instance, the grain of this estimate is 10 m 2 , with the focus remaining 100 m 2 . This estimate is provided directly by the SRR. On the other hand, a comparison of Notes: At each grain size, a-diversity is the mean number of species in the 256 quadrats, c-diversity is the total number of species in those quadrats, and b-diversity is c/a. For each grain size, Type IIIA (spatially explicit) and Type IIIB (nonspatially explicit) SRRs (species richness relationships) were constructed and used to estimate the total number of species in the entire 65 536-m 2 area. The total number of species observed was 224.
richness per ha would require extrapolation from the SRR, so that the grain and focus equal 1 ha. The shift in focus occurs because the plots are assumed to be a representative sample of the entire field. An extrapolation beyond 1 ha, e.g., a comparison of richness per 10 ha, would make the grain of the estimated richness greater than the extent, but requires an assumption that the sampled extent is representative of the extrapolated area. Thus, SRRs can facilitate comparisons among different data sets with different-sized sampling units and at multiple grain sizes. See Scheiner et al. (2000) for a discussion of how changing grain, focus, and extent can alter the perceived relationship between species richness and other factors.
To make these concepts more concrete, we illustrate them with data from a vegetation survey of the Oosting Natural Area of the Duke Forest, North Carolina, USA (Reed et al. 1993 , Palmer and White 1994 , Chiarucci et al. 2009 ) (see Plate 1). The vegetation was sampled in a 16 3 16 grid of 256 contiguous modules, each module being 16 316 m. Six nested quadrats (with sides of 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, and 4 m) were located in the southwestern corner of each module, and in each the presence of all vascular plant species was recorded (Reed et al. 1993) . For these data, the grain size is the area of a single quadrat, the focus is the sum of the areas of the 256 quadrats, and the extent is the size of the entire sampled grid (65 536 m 2 ; Table 2 ). For each grain size, we constructed Type IIIA (spatially explicit) and Type IIIB (nonspatially explicit) SRRs; see Chiarucci et al. (2009) for methods details. Functions were fit to the SRRs using mmSAR (Guilhaumon et al. 2010) and the best-fit function was chosen based on AIC values.
Terminology
We recognize that calls for terminology reform can often be a case of tilting at windmills. However, the nonstandardized lexicon associated with SRRs often leads to unnecessary confusion (Table 3) . Thus, we sort through this terminology and advocate a more precise usage. We chose the term ''species richness relationships'' because this phrase does not come with conceptual baggage and it clearly focuses on the response variable in the relationship: species richness.
Other terms focus on the independent variable, e.g., species-area curve. As such, they are appropriate if used in a simple, consistent fashion. Thus ''species-area curve'' or our preferred ''species-area relationship'' should only be used when the relationship is derived Term Definition a-diversity mean species diversity measured at a specified grain within a focus b-diversity the effective number of communities within a focus Collector's curve a curve reporting the number of species as a function of the collector's effort Contiguous sampling the placement of sampling units so that they are adjacent in space or time Differentiation diversity how species abundance and composition differ across samples in space or time, most often referred to as b-diversity or turnover Effective number of communities the number of communities at a specified grain within a focus where each unit consists of a set of unique species at the mean species diversity Extent the coarsest spatial or temporal scale that encompasses all of the sampling units Focus the scale at which grains are aggregated or summed; the statistical inference space of the basic units of analysis c-diversity total species diversity measured at a particular focus Grain the standardized unit to which all data are adjusted before analysis, often equal to the area or duration of the sampling unit Inventory diversity the biological diversity in a specified unit, most often referred to as a-or c-diversity Passive sampling see random placement Proportional diversity the difference in, or ratio of, species richness measured at different grains, most often referred to as b-diversity Random placement the process by which species richness is determined by the number of individuals in a sample due to the movement of individuals among patches or communities Rarefaction the process of standardizing the species richness of collections of different size to a common number of individuals or samples Rarefaction curve any species richness relationship that is used for the process of rarefaction Sampling unit the spatial and/or temporal dimensions of the collection unit Species accumulation curve a curve showing the number of species accumulated in relation to the number of units sampled Species-area curve a graphical or mathematical representation of the relationship between species richness and area sampled Species density species richness per unit area, volume, or duration Species richness the number of species Species richness relationship any relationship that describes how species richness changes as a function of the area and/or time over which those species are sampled Strictly nested sampling the placement of sampling units so that each one is entirely contained within a larger one Note: Although several of these terms have been used in multiple ways in the literature, our definitions refer to the most common usages and to our usage in this paper. from area-based samples. We use the term ''relationship'' rather than ''curve'' to emphasize the generality of the functional form. These can be further specified depending on the sampling and accumulation protocol, e.g., a Type IIA richness-area relationship.
Sometimes SRRs are referred to as species accumulation curves (Gotelli and Colwell 2001 , Carey et al. 2007 , Shurin 2007 . However, that phrase fails to specify either the independent or response variable. Often one has to further specify whether it is an individual-based or a sample-based species accumulation curve (e.g., Gotelli and Colwell 2001) . Gray et al. (2004a) state that because species accumulation curves measure different properties than species-area curves, they should not be lumped into the same category. We contend that species accumulation curves are simply one type of SRR and, as such, provide one of multiple insights about ecological patterns and processes.
''Collector's curve'' is a traditional usage that can be similarly ambiguous because the name contains no information about either the sampling method or the response variable. Although the term ''collector's curve'' could be used to indicate a general process of accumulating something, it needs further clarification.
The term ''rarefaction curve'' can be similarly problematic because rarefaction is a procedure that can be done using various types of SRRs, as well as other methods. This term originally referred to a specific mechanisms for ''rarefying'' collections of different size to a common number of individuals (Sanders 1968) . Later the use was expanded to the rarefaction of a common number of samples (Shinozaki 1963 , Kobayashi 1974 , Smith et al. 1985 . Sample-based rarefaction methods correspond to Type IIB and IIIB SRRs. The exact formula for calculating the expected number of species in a given number of sampling units was discovered independently several times over a period of 40 years (Chiarucci et al. 2008) , with the first authors focusing on species-area curves (Kobayashi 1974 , Holthe 1975 , Engen 1976 , Smith et al. 1985 .
SRRS AS DESCRIPTORS OF BIODIVERSITY
The study of biodiversity has long been hampered by ambiguous concepts and confusing terminology (Table  3 ). Whittaker's (1960) work laid the foundation for decades of research on the spatial decomposition of diversity, but was also the source of some difficulty because he used terms like b-diversity (and even adiversity) to mean more than one thing. As a result, these terms have many different definitions in the literature, and b-diversity has been seen by some as a key idea and by others as an abstruse concept (Jurasinski et al. 2009 , Tuomisto 2010a . Whittaker (1960) originally defined a-diversity as the mean of diversities measured at the scale of local communities, and c-diversity as the total diversity of communities in a landscape. However, later and somewhat confusingly, Whittaker (1972) used the term a-diversity to refer to any particular local measurement of diversity, not necessarily the mean of local diversities. In that paper, he also defined d-diversity as the total diversity of a region. However, the exact meanings of local, landscape, and region were not precisely defined, leading numerous authors to use these terms to refer to measures at different grains. Because a-, c-, and ddiversity are in the same units, both Scheiner (1992) and Jurasinski et al. (2009) suggested that these terms are best subsumed under the label inventory diversity, a term initially suggested by Whittaker (1972) .
Recent work by Tuomisto (2010a, b) has resolved many conceptual and terminological issues, and her work establishes the framework for our treatment. Key to this framework is the understanding that the quantities of a-, b-, and c-diversity are not tied to a fixed grain, focus, or extent, but rather are defined by the way they are estimated in each particular study. The total species diversity measured at a particular focus is cdiversity. In contrast, a-diversity is the estimated species diversity at a particular grain within that focus. In the previous example, c-diversity is the total number of species in the cumulative 100 1-m 2 plots, and a-diversity is the mean number of species/m 2 , based on all 100 plots. If instead we were to consider just a particular 1-m 2 plot, then the number of species in that plot would be its cdiversity. One virtue of Tuomisto's (2010a, b) definitions is that they make it possible to mathematically define a-, b-, and c-diversity and the relationships among them. Despite the importance of these quantities, their previous, multiple definitions made these relationships unclear. In essence, Tuomisto has returned us to Whittaker's original 1960 definitions, but now shorn of any particular scale. For measures of diversity beyond richness, a-and c-diversity can also be estimated by weighting each species by, for example, abundance, frequency, biomass, trait differences (e.g., Petchey and Gaston 2002), or phylogenetic relatedness (e.g., Helmus et al. 2007) . Such weightings provide a measure of effective diversity.
b-diversity is the estimated effective number of sampling units (e.g., communities) in the study (Hill 1973 , Jost 2006 , Baselga 2010 , Tuomisto 2010a , where the effective number is the number of sampling units necessary to contain the total (c-) diversity, given that each unit consists of a set of unique species each with a mean diversity equal to a; for species richness, b ¼ c/a. Note that the units of b-diversity (numbers of communities) differ from the units of a-and c-diversity. (This formula is for species richness data; see Tuomisto [2010a] , which provides a more thorough treatment with a formula that accounts for abundance, and shows the relationship of this measure of b-diversity to other measures, including those associated with additive partitioning (c À a).) Some may find it useful to notice a crude parallel between these effective quantities (a-and b-diversity) and the notion of effective population size from population genetics.
Inventory: a-and c-diversity
By definition, SRRs measure species richness and its pattern of change across spatial or temporal scales. Different designs can be used to estimate different components of inventory diversity (a-and c-diversity) at different grains, such as when sampling plant diversity at multiple spatial scales within standardized sampling plots (e.g., Shmida 1984 , Stohlgren et al. 1995 , Peet et al. 1998 , Chiarucci et al. 2001 .
Spatially explicit curves (Types IIA and IIIA; Fig. 2 , Table 1 ) estimate mean a-diversity and its rate of change with sampling scale; put differently, the slope of a Type A curve is an estimate of the rate of change of mean a-diversity as grain increases (Tuomisto 2010b) . Alternatively, nonspatially explicit curves (Types IIB and IIIB) estimate mean c-diversity and its rate of change as the focus increases. The conceptual difference between a-and c-diversity is thus tied to the relationship between the area of the grain and the focus. If the grain is less than the focus, average species richness is an estimate of a-diversity; if the grain equals the focus, average richness is an estimate of c-diversity.
This conceptual difference also relates to Type A and Type B relationships based on the different ways in which those SRRs are constructed. The units used to construct the spatially explicit SRRs are always nearest neighbors, whereas those for the nonspatially explicit SRRs are averaged over all possible sets of plots that can yield virtual sampling units of a particular size. (Although we use the terms ''spatial'' and ''nonspatial'' for these estimation procedures, the same approaches could equally well be used for temporal samples.) Any data set adequate for estimating a spatially explicit curve is also adequate for estimating a nonspatially explicit curve. Because they provide different kinds of information, estimates of both kinds of SRR for a single data set can be informative. If the spatially explicit and nonspatially explicit relationships differ from one another (Fig. 2) , this indicates intraspecific spatial aggregation of individuals (Chiarucci et al. 2009 ). We are aware of few cases in which both kinds of curve have been constructed from the same data (e.g., Collins and Simberloff 2009) .
Type II and III curves constructed from the same number of equal-sized plots will differ in extent (Fig. 1) . This difference leads to an important reason for using a Type III (noncontiguous) rather than Type II (contiguous) design when sampling from a large study area or time period, so as to make inferences about that larger area or time period. If environmental heterogeneity occurs on a relatively large spatial or temporal scale, for the same area or duration, noncontiguous plots are more efficient at capturing that heterogeneity. For example, we might sample identified habitat types in a proportional manner (i.e., a stratified random sample). As with any sampling design, the inferences depend on the design being biologically reasonable.
Because they consist of a single data point at each grain, data sets used to construct Type I SRRs (Fig. 1,  Table 1 ) cannot be used to estimate a-diversity. This type of SRR is estimated by fitting a model to the relationship between a single estimate of c-diversity (not the mean of c ) and size of the sample unit. Thus the curve can be interpreted either as an estimate of how cdiversity grows with the extent of the study area, or as a description of how c-diversity in a sampling unit grows with the size of that sampling unit.
In independent (Type IV) SRRs, the points are individual units that represent independent draws from a regional species pool. If units are distant enough or isolated enough, the units are not necessarily drawn from the same species pool. Each point is an observed cdiversity, but one cannot interpret the curve as describing how c-diversity changes with sample unit size.
The transformation of the axes for the graphical representation of a SRR can influence its interpretation. If richness is expressed on a logarithmic scale, then the quantities estimated are not diversities, but entropies (in the sense that the Shannon-Weiner diversity index is a measure of informational entropy) and the interpretation of the slopes changes in an analogous fashion. Again, we urge the interested reader to see Tuomisto (2010b) for a detailed discussion.
Estimates of diversity can also differ depending on whether a SRR is given as an accumulation of individuals or as an accumulation of samples (Gotelli and Colwell 2001 ). This distinction is important when SRRs are used to make comparisons of c-diversity among data sets that differ in individual densities, because the data set with the highest estimated cdiversity can differ depending on whether sample-based or individual-based relationships are used (e.g., Cannon et al. 1998) . With regard to estimates of inventory diversity, SRRs are used in a variety of ways. Although SRRs are often used to determine minimum sampling areas, which was the earliest use of species-area curves, many have questioned the practicality of such application (Barkman 1989 , van der Maarel 1996 . A similar procedure can be used for determining sampling intensity for temporal data (Fisher et al. 1943) , as has been done for organisms with a reduced detectability, such as fungi (Arnolds 1981, De Dominicis and Barluzzi 1983) , or those with high mobility, such as butterflies (Sobero´n and Llorente 1993) .
Further complications occur when the sampling units themselves are mobile, such as surveys of microbial diversity within hosts. First is the problem of what dimensions to assign to the sampling units. Simply counting hosts assumes that all hosts are equal; i.e., they are all the same ecological size. This assumption may be reasonable, but at a minimum needs to be explicit. Second is the problem of how to build the SRR. Mobile units are not contiguous, so they can only be used to construct Type III curves. A Type IIIB curve is straightforward to construct; in contrast, a Type IIIA curve would require information on contact or proximity frequency for determining nearest neighbors. Depending on the mode of transmission (direct, vector, environmental transport) and the movement patterns or behaviors of the hosts, the spatially closest may not be the most frequent transmission pairs. As far as we are aware, the theoretical and practical aspects of these issues have not been explored.
SRRs are commonly used to standardize estimates of inventory richness across different sites or times. Although seemingly straightforward, accurate comparisons need to account for differences in the spatial or temporal dispersion of the sampling units in each study (Condit et al. 1996 , Chiarucci et al. 2009 ). Such standardization is a form of interpolation and, thus, an estimate of a-diversity. Therefore, these estimates should be done using a spatially explicit SRR (i.e., Type IIA or IIIA).
The use of SRRs for extrapolation is complex, because one is trying to answer a question outside the domain of the data. Extrapolation can be done to grains both larger or smaller than the grain and focus of the data, and to just outside the extent of the data or far outside it. The latter type of extrapolation is frequently used when direct sampling is not possible, such as the species richness within a geopolitical unit, biome, or continent (e.g., Gitay et al. 1991 , Colwell and Coddington 1994 , Wilson and Chiarucci 2000 . Because extrapolation estimates c-diversity, it should be done using a nonspatially explicit SRR (e.g., Type IIB or IIIB).
For the Oosting Natural Area data, Type IIIA and IIIB curves differed in their extrapolation accuracy, with Type A curves always having a greater estimated species richness than Type B curves, even when the form of the function was the same (Table 2 ). For the smaller grain sizes, the Type A and B curves did not differ in functional form, and at a grain size of 4 m 2 , both functions were asymptotic. The discrepancy in functional form was greatest at the largest grain size, 16 m 2 , where the estimated Type A (spatially explicit) SRR function was nonasymptotic (a power function) and the Type B SRR was asymptotic (a Lomolino function). Dengler and Oldeland (2010) assert that functional forms will differ between contiguous (Type II) and noncontiguous (Type III) SRRs; further exploration of the Oosting data could address that issue. Concentrating on just the Type B curves, grain and focus affected the accuracy of extrapolation: a small grain ( 0.25 m 2 ) and focus ( 64 m 2 ) underestimated the true species richness of the entire area, whereas a larger grain (!1 m 2 ) and focus (!256 m 2 ) overestimated the true species richness (Table 2, Fig. 3 ). In this simple analysis, we did not consider other functions with AIC values that were very similar to the best-fit function; model averaging (Guilhaumon et al. 2010 ) might provide better extrapolations. These issues, including the size of the grain and focus relative to the extent, await comprehensive exploration.
Finally, SRRs are used for conservation purposes when the intent is to design reserves of sufficient size to encompass all or most of the species in a region (e.g., Desmet and Cowling 2004) , to investigate how fragmentation may reduce the number of species supported by a particular habitat (e.g., Hill and Curran 2001), or to predict species extinction under different scenarios of habitat loss (e.g., Hubbell et al. 2008 ).
b-diversity
Ecologists often use the term b-diversity informally, to refer to species turnover or changes in species 
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composition from sample to sample. However, as Jurasinski et al. (2009) suggest, this notion is rather confusing, as reflected in the large number of conceptually different quantitative metrics of b-diversity. Those measures can be summarized into three broad categories: the ratio of regional and local diversities, the difference in regional and local diversities where that difference can be absolute or proportional, and differences in species composition among samples; see Gurevitch et al. (2006: Table 15 .2) and Tuomisto (2010a: Table 2 ). The many different approaches to estimating b-diversity (Jurasinski et al. 2009 ) are partly a result of this multiplicity of verbal definitions. Metrics of b-diversity that can be stated in terms of the effective number of compositional units or communities (Tuomisto's true b-diversity) have the virtue of having a clear ecological meaning (Jost 2007 , Tuomisto 2010a .
If there were no spatial patchiness or effects of random sampling, an unlikely combination of characteristics, Type II and III SRRs would be identical. In empirical data sets, however, they differ, and the differences reflect b-diversity. Importantly, the slopes of SRRs are not estimates of b-diversity, as erroneously asserted by numerous authors (e.g., Connor and McCoy 1979 , Ricotta et al. 2002 , Scheiner 2003 , Passy and Blanchet 2007 , Jurasinski et al. 2009 ). As explained previously, those slopes are in units of rates of change of expected a-or c-diversity. If either of those slopes was an estimate of b-diversity, it would be possible to state the slope in terms of the effective number of compositional units or communities, which is not the case. As Tuomisto (2010b) points out, however, slopes of Types II and III SRRs can estimate components of b-diversity related to both absolute and proportional species turnover.
Estimates of b-diversity depend on the relative grain and focus used to measure a-and c-diversity (Table 2) . As the size of the unit used to measure a-diversity increases for a particular focus, b-diversity approaches 1. Although a-, b-, and c-diversity can be measured with units of any size, this effect of the relative sizes of the grain and focus means that they are interdependent and ecological interpretations of b-diversity depend on this interdependence. This interdependence is especially important when attempting to make comparisons of bdiversity among data sets.
Describing biodiversity
SRRs calculated in different ways (e.g., Type II vs. III, A vs. B) will lead to different results, because they estimate fundamentally different quantities (Tuomisto 2010a, b) . Rather than worrying about which kind of estimate is the true SRR (Dengler 2009 ), the most useful approach is to use the variety of types to provide information on a-and c-diversity as well as on the ways in which they change over space and time. If data are adequate for a Type II curve, then they are adequate for a Type III curve (although the opposite is not necessarily true), so there is little reason not to examine both kinds of pattern. That said, little is known about the statistical efficiency of the estimates derived from any of these SRRs. Different sample sizes or sampling intensities may be needed for satisfactory estimates of spatially explicit (Types IIA and IIIA) vs. nonspatially explicit (Types IIB and IIIB) SRRs. Indeed, now that Tuomisto (2010a, b) has clarified the conceptual basis for the different components of biodiversity, substantial progress can be made in studying the purely statistical aspects of such estimates (e.g., Colwell et al. 2004, Shen and .
As previously discussed, b-diversity cannot be estimated from SRRs, but some components of b-diversity can (Tuomisto 2010b) . One can use a nonspatially explicit SRR to estimate effective species turnover. The difference between the estimated c(n) (total species richness for the entire set of samples) and c(1) ¼ a (mean species richness for single samples) gives the mean of the absolute effective turnover for samples of n units; this estimate can be scaled to give Whittaker's (1972) effective turnover for the entire data set [(c À a)/a]. Similarly, the estimates of a-diversity in a spatially explicit SRR can be used to estimate turnover as sampling units increase in size, and can be scaled to estimate the proportional effective turnover for the entire data set at any particular grain accommodated by the data [(c À a)/c]. As with the SRRs themselves, there is a need for research on the statistical properties of these estimates.
CAUSES OF SRRS
Many mechanisms underlie the shape of any particular SRR. These mechanisms can be grouped into five general classes: (1) more individuals, (2) environmental heterogeneity, (3) dispersal limitations, (4) biotic interactions, and (5) multiple species pools. Often, only the first two classes are discussed, although all five have been mentioned in one context or another.
More individuals
By including more sampling units (a larger area or a longer time), more individuals are invariably sampled. Independent of the other classes of processes that we will discuss, sampling more individuals typically increases species richness and thus provides a purely statistical expectation for SRRs (McGuinness 1984) . This process has been referred to variously as passive sampling (Connor and McCoy 1979) , random placement (Turner and Tjørve 2005) , the rarefaction effect (Palmer et al. 2008) , and the sampling effect (McGlinn and Palmer 2009). We prefer ''more individuals'' because the name describes the process.
The more-individuals effect has typically been approached by comparing the observed SRR with an expected SRR that is derived using a permutation procedure or an analytical model (e.g., Arrhenius 1921 , Coleman 1981 , Adler et al. 2005 , McGlinn and Palmer 2009 ). Species are typically treated as independently and randomly distributed in space or time. Of the two approaches, permutation procedures have the advantage that they may be constructed without additional assumptions of constant individual density in space or time, if each individual in the sampling units is enumerated (something that is difficult to obtain for many taxa). Several recent analytical treatments have demonstrated that explicitly incorporating the degree of intraspecific aggregation yields precise and accurate expected SRRs (Plotkin et al. 2000 , Morlon et al. 2008 , Shen et al. 2009 ). Importantly, these studies suggest that SRRs may be insensitive to patterns of interspecific association and are primarily signatures of intraspecific aggregation (Martin and Goldenfeld 2006) . However, it is less clear how to interpret a model that fits an observed SRR that accounts for intraspecific aggregation but that may reflect the signature of other ecological or evolutionary mechanisms. Such models probably should not be treated as simple null models.
The more-individuals effect forms the basis of many mathematical treatments of SRRs. Its effect on the shape of a SRR is based on the relative abundance distribution of the species in the total area or total time period that is sampled (McGlinn and Palmer 2009 ). The two most commonly invoked forms of species abundance distributions are Preston's (1962) canonical lognormal distribution and the log-series distribution of Fisher et al. (1943) . As the number of individuals in a sample increases, the lognormal distribution predicts that a SRR will be asymptotic, whereas the log-series does not. The log-series distribution has proportionally many more rare species than does a lognormal distribution; thus the rate of rise of an SRR is predicted to be faster under a log-series distribution. Unfortunately it is difficult to empirically estimate the species abundance distribution of the species pool and we have no a priori reason to prefer one particular distribution. The lognormal is most frequently assumed, typically with reference to Preston (1962) , although the evidence for its ubiquity is weak. In general it is assumed that the more-individuals effect is most important over small spatial and temporal extents, although even over large extents its influence never goes to zero completely (Preston 1960 , Palmer and Van Der Maarel 1995 , White 2004 , Carey et al. 2007 , Magurran 2007 . The relationship between a particular species abundance distribution and a SRR has a simple scaling relationship only if the individuals are randomly distributed (Green and Plotkin 2007) , an assumption that will be violated by the other mechanisms we will discuss.
Environmental heterogeneity
As sampling increases to include more area or more time, more environmental variation may be encountered. If species differ in their ecological niches, that larger area or time will include more species (Triantis et al. 2003) . Thus, SRRs may be caused by spatial or temporal environmental heterogeneity. A variety of kinds of mechanisms can lead to these effects. The exact predictions depend on the identity of mechanisms that are operating, in particular, how the interactions of organisms with their environments change with scale.
If the grain of the environmental heterogeneity is small with respect to the organisms' mobility, multiple species may coexist in the same community by classical niche partitioning. For example, ungulate species might specialize on different types of intermingled vegetation patches, or different species of aerial insectivore might coexist by feeding at different times of day. If the grain of the spatial or temporal heterogeneity is large with respect to the area encountered or the life span of individual organisms, the result is multiple communities existing in different parts of the area or at different times, e.g., forest communities dominated by different species in uplands vs. lowlands. Within a single year, species might use different seasonally available resources and so may only be present (or only apparent) during part of the year. Over multiple years, storage effects (Chesson and Huntly 1988 , Chesson 2000 , Kelly and Bowler 2005 can permit species to specialize on different year types (for example, wet vs. dry years) or on conditions that differ among successional stages.
All of this discussion is couched in terms of the matching of species with particular ecological requirements to particular subsets of the environment. In general, species sorting operates at local to regional scales as functions of niche requirements, migration rates, and distances. Over longer periods of time, evolutionary processes of character displacement create those niche differences. Among-species divergence is driven by competition and operates at the local to regional scales within which species interact. Withinspecies divergence most often is driven by adaptation to different environments that can lead to speciation. These processes generally occur at regional to global scales where rates of gene flow are low enough to allow for differentiation, although sympatric or parapatric speciation are also possible. Low rates of gene flow also can lead to divergence through genetic drift. For temporal SRRs, speciation would be relevant for relationships over geological timescales.
These processes have different effects on a-, b-, and cdiversity as well as on the shape of the SRR depending on the grain, focus, and extent of the samples relative to the grain of the environmental heterogeneity. Niche partitioning and storage effects lead to an increase in adiversity (more species at the grain of the sample) without necessarily changing c-diversity. However, storage effects mean that sampling for more years will make it much more likely that one will add new species, leading to area-time interactions. In contrast, increasing the extent and focus of the samples will increase cdiversity without necessarily changing a-diversity. Finally, character displacement over evolutionary time can lead to SRRs that depend on phylogenetic relationships, with more closely related species within a genus or family being overdispersed at local to regional scales (Emerson and Gillespie 2008) . The extent to which such phylogenetic relationships affect the shape of the SRR is an open question.
If we wish to understand the relationship between environmental heterogeneity and SRRs, we need to be able to measure and model environmental heterogeneity in ways that meaningfully capture how a set of species responds to that heterogeneity. Two general patterns of environmental heterogeneity have been proposed. Continuous variation in the form of spatially structured environmental gradients provides the basis of continuum theory (e.g., Gauch and Whittaker 1972, McGill and Collins 2003) . In contrast, patchy variation in which the environment is a series of nested habitat patches forms the basis of hierarchy theory (e.g., Kolasa 1989, Wu and Loucks 1995) . Both continuous and patchy variation in the environment exhibit distance decay (although of differing patterns) and can be modeled using fractal geometry (Palmer 1988 , Nekola and White 1999 . Such patterns have been related to SRRs. The Environmental Texture Hypothesis (ETH) posits that the slope of a SRR should be positively related to the rate of change in the environment, and that commonly observed patterns of scale dependence in SRRs reflect scale-specific changes in the texture of the environment (Palmer 2007, McGlinn and Palmer 2011) . It may be possible to use the difference in shape between spatially explicit and nonspatially explicit SRRs as a measure of environmental heterogeneity (Chiarucci et al. 2009 ), but only if this heterogeneity has a simple scale-dependent pattern for all species.
Heterogeneity has ecological meaning only in the context of the biology of the species under consideration. Consequently, if the purpose of a SRR is to deduce processes, it is necessary to clearly define the set of species under consideration so that they are equivalent enough to be affected by the same set of environmental factors. To deduce process from pattern, it may be that the SRR alone is insufficient. Additional information, such as direct measures of environmental characteristics, is likely to be needed. If the purpose of the SRR is to estimate inventory diversity, such limitations may not hold. However, for extrapolations beyond the extent of a sample, information on environmental heterogeneity and how it increases as a function of area are critical, especially for designing an efficient sampling scheme.
Dispersal effects
SRRs are affected by the movement and dispersal limits of individuals and species. For a particular spatial or temporal extent, if all individuals of all species are uniformly distributed, and if the sampling unit is larger than the mean distance between individuals, all units would include all species and the slope of a SRR would be zero. If the sampling unit is smaller, there will be a positive slope until the grain of the SRR becomes larger than the mean distance. For randomly distributed individuals, the slope will be positive and greater than in the uniform case. Finally, if the distribution of individuals and species is clustered due to low dispersal ability, such as when offspring are found near parents, or when conspecifics disperse together (e.g., as with bird flocks or fish schools), a SRR would have a greater slope than either the uniform or the random case. Dispersal can also allow species to be found in a wider range of environments than otherwise through source-sink dynamics (Pulliam 1988 , McPeek and Holt 1992 , Diffendorfer 1998 , Sears and Chesson 2007 , Soininen 2010 . In general, processes that lead to within-species aggregation will result in SRRs with lower intercepts and greater slopes. Processes that lead to amongspecies aggregation or within-species overdispersion will result in higher intercepts and lower slopes (He and Legendre 2002) .
Processes that influence SRRs by affecting species' spatial and temporal dispersal ability typically operate at relatively small scales of space (i.e., local to landscape) or time (i.e., within a generation to few generations). The neutral theory (Hubbell 2001 ) predicts within-species clumping at regional extents and long time periods due to limited dispersal of newly arising species. Because the neutral theory posits that all species are ecologically equivalent, it predicts that the shape of the SRR will be the same at all scales. Although Hubbell (2001) contends that neutral processes would result in SRRs that follow a power law, that has been shown to be false (Rosindell and Cornell 2007) .
Biotic interactions
Similar to dispersal, biotic interactions can influence the degree of within-and among-species aggregation. If conspecifics or different species competitively exclude one another, overdispersed or uniform distributions of species can occur. Conversely, clustered distributions can occur if facultative interactions dominate within communities. Exploitive interactions may cause either clustering or overdispersion. Clustered distributions can occur when a predator is frequently found with its prey, or even as consequences of habitat patchiness. Conversely, if interactions are strong and a predator extirpates its prey from sites, uniform distributions may occur.
We distinguish the biotic interactions discussed here from the environmental filtering processes described earlier based on a subtle, but critical, distinction: environmental filtering occurs in response to a background of environmental conditions that may be dynamic or static. In contrast, biotic interactions can result in a very dynamic environment in which the actors and their effects on each other are ever changing. This dynamic potentially results in a very different SRR, especially a SRR that attempts to simultaneously describe patterns in space and time. An open question is whether a general model can include all of the species in a community as well as within-and among-species dynamic processes. In general, these biotic interactions operate at local to landscape spatial extents and withingeneration to several-generation temporal extents. However, they can also operate through coevolution at regional extents (Thompson 1994) .
Multiple species pools
In discussing the previous four processes, we assumed that there was a single pool of species whose dispersal across a landscape is not hindered by geographic boundaries. If the sampling regime of a particular SRR is broad enough to encompass long timescales or large areas, the shape of the SRR may be affected to the extent that those samples include multiple species pools, even when those pools lack crisp boundaries. For spacebased SRRs, this is most likely to occur at regional to global scales when crossing biogeographic or continental boundaries of migration (Rosenzweig 1995, Allen and White 2003) . In these instances, the multiple species pools are the result of separate evolutionary histories. Time-based SRRs could encompass multiple species pools over large timescales due to taxonomic radiations and extinctions (Rosenzweig 1998 , McKinney and Frederick 1999 , Hadly and Maurer 2001 , Raia et al. 2011 . To some extent, the distinction among multiple species pools and local-scale dispersal limits or niche differentiation is one of degree, rather than kind.
Causes of independent SRRs
All of the previously described mechanisms influence the forms of both aggregate and independent SRRs. For the latter, depending on the scale of the SRR, two additional processes that encompass several of those mechanisms come to the fore: the interplay between immigration and local extinction, and the interplay between speciation and extinction.
Immigration-local extinction balance arises from the combined effects of the entry of new species into each unit (e.g., island), the establishment of those species, and their eventual disappearance through population extirpation. To include this mechanism, we must assume that a local population will persist only above some minimum size, with smaller populations going extinct due to the combined effects of low growth rates (the Allee effect; Stephens et al. 1999 ) and demographic stochasticity. If an area holds more individuals, more populations can attain species-specific minimum viable sizes. Thus, species richness should increase with area because a larger area is likely to contain more populations above the necessary minimum population size. In addition, the arrival of those species involves effects of dispersal limitation, and the establishment of those species will involve effects of environmental heterogeneity and biotic interactions. This process operates at landscape to regional scales and over long time periods. As an explanation for SRRs, it was proposed by Preston (1962) and is invoked most often as the basis of the MacArthur and Wilson (1967) theory of island biogeography.
Speciation-extinction balance operates over yet larger scales of time and space. It assumes a positive relationship between the number of individuals and the rate of speciation (VanderMeulen et al. 2001 ). This mechanism most often deals with species richness patterns at large spatial extents and, thus, is a basis for the existence of multiple species pools. However, smaller extents that are isolated by a great spatial distance, such as oceanic islands, can also experience independent speciation processes (Triantis et al. 2008 ).
SAMPLING DESIGN
The multiple interacting drivers of SRRs make causal inference a challenging task. The optimal sampling scheme clearly depends on how various processes affect the shape of the SRR. Those processes are scale dependent and different processes may operate at different scales. In addition, scale is defined by the biology of the focal taxa, which may differ in their characteristics. Any sampling scheme would perceive those processes in different ways, depending on the grain, extent, and spatial distribution of the samples relative to the scales at which the processes operate. Any subsequent analyses also would have to account for the spatial or temporal nonindependence of the samples (Veech and Crist 2010) .
The effect of sampling schemes can be examined with simulation-based approaches. One can examine the ways in which different sampling schemes respond to particular patterns and then impose those different sampling schemes on a single data set. For example, a Type III scheme (noncontiguous units) can be derived from a Type II sampling scheme (contiguous units) simply by taking the data from every other sampling unit. More complex subsampling can also be done.
A direct measure of the influence of the number of individuals requires measuring abundances (e.g., Srivastava and Lawton 1998, Stiles and Scheiner 2010) . Although this seems obvious, many biodiversity surveys do not assess abundance. Indeed, enumerating all of the unique individuals can be a major obstacle. When this is not possible or practical, an attempt should be made to design the sampling scheme such that it only captures stationary variation in the density of individuals across the sampling units (i.e., the mean density of individuals does not vary systematically across the samples). If the assumption of constant individual density can be reasonably made, then sample-based (rather than individual-based) rarefaction methods can be used to estimate the more-individuals effect (Gotelli and Colwell 2001) . The vagility of the individuals should also be taken into consideration. For example, Coleman et al. (1982) studied the breeding birds on small islands in a lake. It was reasonable to assume that bird distributions were influenced by how many other individuals were on an island on a given day. Because individuals moved about an island during a day and this movement was much greater than movement among islands, it was reasonable to use ''island'' as the sampling unit. For long-lived, sessile organisms such a perennial plants, the sampling unit should be smaller than the average dispersal distance of offspring.
Assessing the influence of environmental heterogeneity requires both measuring the environment and sampling in a fashion relevant to the taxa under consideration. A particular environmental factor has a grain over which it may reasonably be considered homogenous and a configuration of patches of different types. On the other hand, a SRR inherently spans grains in a fashion that is dependent on the size of the sampling unit. For example, a sampling unit of 10 3 10 m would be unable to detect changes in the environment on a range of 1 m. In general, the size of the sampling unit should be no bigger than, and preferably smaller than, the grain of the environment. Because the grain of the environment is defined by the biology of the focal taxa, the uniformity of the environmental grain depends on the ecological equivalence of those taxa. One difficulty is in knowing what that grain would be prior to sampling. A possible solution involves a two-stage sampling process: first measure environmental parameters and then use that information to determine the environmental grain so as to guide the biotic samples.
Examining the influence of dispersal limitation also depends on the biology of the focal taxa. The sampling unit should be smaller than the mean dispersal of the least vagile species. The extent of the samples also sets an upper limit. For example, if the samples extend over 10 ha, then one can only draw conclusions about dispersal limitation over 5 ha, half that distance. In general, interpretations of results must be cognizant of the limits of the sampling scheme. The more species-rich or functionally diverse the assemblage, the more diverse the dispersal patterns and, thus the more imprecise or inaccurate the resulting predictions.
Studying the influence of biotic interactions on SRRs is probably the most difficult task. Lawton (1999) eloquently describes the decades of effort that he devoted to understanding the causes of diversity in one community of butterflies. It may be that at the level of communities, SRRs will never be an adequate tool for determining causal processes.
The effects of multiple species pools may be much more amenable to study through SRR patterns. Such SRRs would encompass large geographic extents. For example, the expected sharp change in the rate of rise in SRRs could be used to identify whether a biogeographic barrier was crossed or if there was a change in the texture of the environment at those scales (Rosenzweig 1995 , Fridley et al. 2005 .
SRRs frequently display scale dependence in which their rates of increase change with the grain and extent of the analysis (Scheiner 2003) . For example, Stiles and Scheiner (2007) found that SRRs estimated within desert habitat islands were asymptotic, whereas the SRR estimated from multiple islands was nonasymptotic. For the data from the Oosting Natural Area, all but one of the best-fit SRRs were asymptotic (Table 2 , Fig. 3) . Changes in the curvature of a spatially explicit SRR at a particular grain suggests that a habitat or geographic boundary has been crossed, and thus new, and probably ecologically different, species are being sampled (Rosenzweig 1995) . Similarly, changes in the curvature of a richness-time relationship indicate that some type of temporal boundary has been crossed, such as a change of seasons. Changes in the curvature of both spatial and temporal SRRs may reflect changes in the species abundance distribution of multiple species pools (McGlinn and Palmer 2009 ).
MODELS AND ANALYSES
The preceding discussion should not imply that little progress can be made in understanding the genesis of empirical SRRs. Although multiple causes operating at multiple scales present formidable difficulties, one way to make progress is with modeling. By building models that independently manipulate processes and sampling schemes, it may be possible to find cases in which different processes and sampling schemes produce distinguishing patterns that can provide causal inference for empirical patterns.
For example, recent theoretical work by Harte et al. (2009) argues that all SRRs lie along the same curve. Their analysis, however, leads to the conclusion that this curve behaves like a power law only when the number of individuals per species becomes very large and the slope of the SRR approaches zero. Empirical SRRs, as shown by Harte et al. (2009) , vary considerably in shape. Other recent work has developed new modeling frameworks that combine sampling effects with processes that result in interspecific aggregation (Plotkin et al. 2000 , Morlon et al. 2008 , Shen et al. 2009 ). Such models can be used to identify processes and scales that produce distinguishable patterns, thus providing effective guidelines for future research. Conversely, we may discover that some processes cannot be distinguished using SRRs.
The way in which the data are aggregated into an SRR can also be varied. Type A and B SRRs differ in whether they retain the spatial or temporal arrangement of the sampling units during aggregation. If dispersal limitation influences the shape of the SRR, then Type A and B curves constructed from the same data would show different patterns. Similarly, those two types of SRRs would differ if the pattern of environmental heterogeneity is continuous vs. patchy in space or consists of continuous changes vs. a temporal succession of discrete conditions in time.
A particular analysis has a grain, focus, and extent in space and time as well as a specified set of species that may be defined taxonomically (e.g., vascular plants, bats) or functionally (e.g., herbivores). As discussed earlier, the biology of the focal taxa determines the effects of the various mechanisms. If so, a SRR constructed using a mix of taxa from different clades or with different ecologies may have a very different shape than one constructed from more similar species. It may be more difficult to discern process from pattern in such a situation, suggesting that a given SRR should be confined to species with similar life-forms or functional traits. On the other hand, if one can construct hypotheses about differences in the importance of various processes based on differences in species' biology, differences in SRRs may provide a test of those hypotheses. Of course, if the purpose of the SRR is to describe biodiversity rather than to infer process, then a mix of taxa may be highly appropriate.
CONCLUSIONS
It is important to separate the use of SRRs to estimate diversity from their use to understand the causes of diversity patterns. The former use goes to the origins of SRRs and is relatively straightforward. Understanding that different types of SRRs estimate different components of diversity (a-vs. c-, and not b-) is an important advance. For these purposes, arguments over the spatial or temporal contiguity of samples and the mathematical form of the function should be relegated to the realm of sampling theory and statistics, rather than treating them as ecological issues. The latter use, understanding causes, is much more difficult. We currently understand little about how all of the possible processes might influence the form of SRRs. The field is ripe for the study of these effects through simulation modeling. We will need to build more complex models if we are to have any hope of deducing process from pattern.
A key message of this paper is that we should not be hung up on words. Much of the recent debate about SRRs is whether the title ''species-area curve'' should be reserved for only some types of relationships, as if that graces those types with some special properties (e.g., Gray et al. 2004a , Dengler 2009 ). Instead, we need to understand the entire variety of SRRs and their relationships to each other. Different types serve different functions and provide different kinds of information.
We also need to take a step back from assumed common knowledge about the functional form of SRRs. In ecology, it is almost always a mistake to assume a single cause for any ecological pattern. Similarly, it is almost always a mistake to claim that a single pattern holds everywhere, as has been done with the assumption that SRRs are always power functions. The failure to examine other functions means that we may be missing much of the variation in pattern. It may be that such variation holds valuable information about the process-es that determine how individuals and species are distributed. We won't know until we look.
